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S95** Series of phone and GPS holders 
This range of phone and GPS holders comes in various sizes to cater for  

almost every device. Completely enclosed, with a sun visor and touch  

sensitive screen, these holders are water resistant and easily detachable with the patented latch  

mechanism. They come with a rain cover, safety strap and an opening in the base as a cable entry 

point. The default clamp mount will work with round or roundish bars from a diameter of 8mm up to 

35mm.  

PHONE HOLDERS 

S920* Smart Clip 
Another patented product, the smart clip is incredibly easy to use and will 

keep holding onto a device under very high impact situations. Quick and 

convenient, your phone can be clipped or removed in a flash and will leave 

the camera lens free on most devices, while in use. Capable of clamping  

onto round or roundish bars from a diameter of 8mm up to 35mm.  Available 

in medium or large.  

T519* Water resistant 

sleeve for use with S920* 

UNIVERSAL ACCESSORY MOUNTS 

S951KIT2 
The S951KIT2 mount is a short bar and bracket combination, designed to fit onto the 

clutch perch or mirror mount. Perfect for bikes with clip-on handlebars or accessory  

unfriendly cockpits, this is a great option for mounting your accessories.  

FB**** 
The bike-specific range of FB**** kits are designed to provide an accessory mount bar  

behind the windshield on many different models. A great solution which keeps your  

accessories clear of the dash board and handlebars.  

S900A Smart Bar 
Great for multiple devices, the S900A universal smart bar attaches to the handlebar 

clamps on bikes with top mount handlebars. Depending on the particular bike, it  

may mount simply by itself, or can be combined with a bike-specific mounting kit (eg 

**SKIT). See the My Motorcycle section of Givi’s website to check if an SKIT is required. 

OPTIONAL: 

FITS:  S95**  S920* 

FITS:  S95**  S920* 

FITS:  S95**  S920* 

S951BKITR Replacement clamp and 

mounting kit for S95* or S290* 

holders 



SGZ39SM GPS specific mount 
This is a dedicated mount to fit a Garmin Zumo (390LM, 590LM, 220LM, 350LM, 

400LM, 450LM, 550LM, 340LM, 660LM, 345LM, 395LM, 595LM). To be combined with 

one of the different mount options for the S95** range of holders. 

S95** ALTERNATE MOUNTS 
Givi has made a range of anodised aluminium mounts to work with the patented clip system 

on the S95** series of phone and GPS holders. Removing the need for the universal clamp 

which comes with the holder, these mounts are more robust, more attractive and a great 

solution for a more customised accessory. 

STTR40 GPS specific mount 
This is a dedicated mount for a Tom Tom Rider (40,42,400, 410, 

420, 450, II) via the included Givi clamp mount, or can be  

combined with one of the different mount options above. 

S903A 
A brand new product from Givi, the S903A provides a mounting point for the S95** series of 

holders, fitted to the reservoir cap of the front brake. A range of **VKIT bike specific kits are  

available for easy installation on compatible models. Compatible with all S95* holders. 

S901A smart mount 
This smart mount fits to the handlebar clamps on bikes with top mount handlebars. 

Depending on the particular bike, it may mount simply by itself, or when combined 

with one of the **SKIT bike specific mounting kits. Compatible with all S95* holders. 

S902A universal bracket 
This mount is designed to clamp onto round bars with a diameter between 11.5mm 

and 14mm. Perfect for the accessory bars now present behind the windshield on 

many large adventure bikes, or Givi’s own FB**** bike specific kits to provide an  

accessory bar on bikes without them. Compatible with all S95* holders. 

Ideal for: bikes with top mount handlebars 

Ideal for: bikes with an accessory bar behind the windshield 

Ideal for: fitting to the reservoir cap of the front brake 

Ideal for: Tom Tom Rider GPS 

Ideal for: Garmin Zumo GPS 

FITS:  S95**  

FITS:  S95**  

FITS:  S95**  

FITS:  S95**  

FITS:  S95**  

Supplied clamp mount  Combined with S901A 

NEW: DUE SPRING 2019 



POWER CONNECTIONS 
Givi has two different power solutions for your devices, comprising of a base Power Socket kit to be used 

with either the multi-port Power Hub or the single point Power Connection. 

S111 Power Hub 
This is a multi-port power hub 

designed to mount inside a 

tank bag and provide different 

power supply options for 

charging several devices at 

once (three USB ports with LED 

indicators and a single ISO 

port). Connecting to the S110 

power socket, this kit includes 

a waterproof coupling to  

provide a secure entry point 

into your Givi tank bag. 

S110 Power Socket 
S110 is the base kit for the two different power 

solutions from Givi. This kit connects directly to 

the battery, or to an ignition switched power 

supply, providing a fused power port for  

connecting the two different power supply  

options. 

S112 Power Connection 
This is a single point power connection for your  

handlebar or smart bar mounted device.  

Connecting to the S110 power socket, it comes with 

four different adapters, covering most devices –  

Micro USB, Mini 

USB, iPhone 30 

pin and iPhone 

lightening. 

Email: sales@eurobike.co.nz 

Phone: 06 758 6798 

If you have any questions,  

please call 06 758 6798 -  

we’re happy to help. 

Every effort has been made to 

provide accurate information in this  

guide. However, you should always  

refer to the  Givi website for  

up-to-date product details. 


